Ch. Jobi Copper Penny (left) and Jobi Copper Crown

Bitch. Red and white; Male. Red and white
Whelped January 15, 1969
Bred by Joanne B. Jelke

Owner: Joanne B. Jelke
Houston, TX

Penn is the seventeenth champion finished by Jobi Kennels.

Reyas Rainbow
Eng. Ch. Reyas Rainmaker
Ledvedka Perchino
Springett Wild Ash (Eng. Import)
Marcellus of Fortrouge
Kara of Whitelilies
Seraphine of Whitelilies
Reyas Rodin
Ch. Jobi Reyas Rohan (Eng. import)
Donan Alexeyevna
Jobie Genie
Reyas Ronommee (Eng. import)
Jobi Tisdale
Ch. Reyas Rita (Eng. import)